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TALES O' THE WEIRD WEST
THE FRIENDS OF
FARNUM COMMITTEE
by Jeff Bailey

E.B. Farnum rose from his chair in the back room
of the Gem Theatre. “Fellow business proprietors. It’s
time we discussed Deadwood’s decline.”
The owner of the Gem Theater, Al Swearengen, sat
comfortably. Sylvester Heath, proprietor of Heath’s
Curiosities and dressed in grey cotton finery, nodded to Farnum. Arthur Dingler cracked his knuckles
again. His grease-stained hands betrayed ownership
of his one-man Auto-Gyro shop. Seamus O’Toole
smiled. The fire marshal provided moral support and
his sophisticated tools kept Deadwood safe from fire.
Deadwood Dick strode in, followed by an out-ofbreath Aunt Lou Marchbanks. Both took the nearest
vacant seats.
“I ask Deadwood to acknowledge its debt to its
elders, and to businesses keeping folks gainfully employed. Once our community is united, we can free
ourselves from this unnatural restraint.” Everyone
nodded in agreement. Dingler swore under his breath,
and Heath lit a cigar. “This so-called Great Summoning is yet another sacrilegious attempt by the First
Nations to derail progress. The current administration
simply won’t fight back.”
Seamus spoke. “I asked Mayor Starr about the

squatters on the outskirts. I can’t protect them with
anything more than a bucket. Last week he said he’d
look into it...”
Farnum nodded. “Sol caters to these opportunists.
He’s sacrificing everything for a peace we didn’t ask
for.
Deadwood Dick coughed. “War isn’t profitable for
anyone but gunsmiths. These new folks pay their tabs.”
Farnum sighed. “I don’t ask for war. Merely respect.
We will get better results via secrecy, using methods
others consider... unsporting.” His eyes sparkled in the
lamplight.
Farmum wagged a finger as he continued. “Others
lead us in fighting to reclaim what’s owed. The Miners’
Association secretly fights against the folks arriving
with pickaxes in hand and nothing to offer. I persuaded the guild to fight both their enemies and ours. I’ve
often worked with Foreman Bryant in the past. I’d
rather work with him than a dozen new wildcatters.”
Dingler pointed a finger. “What exactly do you
have in mind?”
Farnum grinned. “Oh, deliveries have a way of going missing. I can’t track everything at my own general
store. And if we knew what goods these upstarts were
having difficulties acquiring, we could price them off
the map. Also, we can identify people coming to town
to support these jackals. We might persuade these
newcomers to go elsewhere. With your blessing, I’ll
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organize action. We’ll meet in a week.” Farnum left
with Aunt Lou and Deadwood Dick.
Heath gestured to Seamus and Arthur. “A moment, please.” They sat down again.
“I need your services. I acquired a design through
lawful trade in secondhand goods. I understand its intent, but the execution is beyond me.” Heath pulled a
folded paper from his jacket and flattened it across the
table. “This will benefit all our work. Your contribution in rendering a prototype would be appreciated.”
Seamus whistled low. “This will... I don’t... But
you...” His tongue stumbled as he traced lines on the
paper.
Dingler looked over the plans carefully. “I
have an idea of what this might do - and the implications of it being used in the town.”
Heath raised an eyebrow. “Do you, really? Follow
the design to its conclusion. It may support our aims
more than you realize. I leave this in your custody.”
Heath straightened his coat and left the engineers
alone. They studied it long into the evening - the room
steadily filling with the aroma of coffee, sweat, and
uneasy fear.

THE SEEKERS
by David Hogg

Smoke from the Seeking ritual still swirled around
the small back room of the Office for Indian Affairs
building as Messrs. Bullock and Swearengen gave
their thanks and left. The man named Hickok had
indeed risen from the grave and sought vengeance,
but that was not Eagle Woman That All Look At’s
problem. As the wisps dispersed, she reflected upon
moving to Deadwood. There had been many conflicts
between the tribes and settlers, but in recent years the
greatest friction had centred around this town. The
Sioux Nations’ victory in the Black Hills war of 1881
had driven the United States settlers from the rest of
the Dakotas, but Deadwood remained as a treaty city.
Still, increasing numbers of Sioux also wanted Dead-

wood gone. Then there were those in Deadwood who
resented the limits imposed upon them by the treaty.
Her lifetime of experience mediating between the two
sides was surely best placed here. Charley Bull ran the
Office well, but he was always glad for more help.
Her musings were disturbed as the door to the
room crashed open, revealing a burly oriental man
garbed in blue. A strange power radiated from within
him. His gaze locked upon her, and he strode towards
the table followed by Sifting Squirrel’s cries of protest.
“I’m terribly sorry, but this man insisted on seeing
you now despite not having made an appointment!
He gave his name as Hao…”
“Hao-’T’e Zui!” interrupted the intruder. He ignored the chairs and leant across the table as he extended a meaty hand. You may know me as The People’s Bandit.”
“I have actually heard of you,” said Eagle Woman,
signalling to Squirrel to wait outside the room. “For
the past few nights there has been someone telling
tales of your exploits in every saloon in town. Why
the urgency?”
Hao-T’e Zui gave a hearty laugh. “I saw that snake
Swearengen leaving here just now. I hope you’re no
ally of his, nor under the thumb of Marshal Bullock.
The hard working people of this town suffer because
of their actions and inactions. Thus I have answered
the call for aid. But that aside, I have been told that
in addition to their usual problems, malevolent spirits trouble the townsfolk by attacking and damaging
their businesses. The locals say that you are the person
to speak to regarding such matters.”
Eagle Woman considered for a moment, then replied. “The spirits’ power is weak in this town, held
at bay by the totems surrounding it. It’s part of the
treaty that allows this town to exist. Even beyond this
town, they cannot act so directly as you suggest without someone granting them strength and direction. I’d
have to investigate this matter to say more, but I fear
your troublemaker resides in the realm of the living.”
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Hao-T’e Zui frowned. Eagle Woman felt a sinister flicker pass through his Aura, and likewise the
shadows in the room darkened for a moment. “I have
fought many demons, and even more men, and none
have bested me yet. I will find who is responsible for
these attacks and make them pay!” He turned and left
the room without any words of farewell.

THE PEACEFUL LIFE
OF JESSICA PATCHETT
by David Orange

The afternoon sun scorched the rounded outcrops
of the Black Hills. The tedium of fence repair had settled into a peaceful rhythm. Ranch labor was a small
price to pay for starting a quiet life far away from the
blazing gunfights of Gomorra, California.
“Stop! Jessica Patchett, in the name of the Law,
raise your hands.”
Startled, she half-turned and saw a tall, dark man
in a duster striding through the corral’s wooden gate.
An encircled star glinted in the harsh sunlight and
he gripped a pistol. A stocky man clambered over the
fence.
“Since when is homesteading a crime?” she asked.
“I am United States Marshal Bass Reeves and this
is Deputy Stan Fredericks of Deadwood, South Dakota. Again, the Law commands your surrender.”
High above the corral, the sun stopped and rendered impartial judgement. For Bass, time always
slowed during a gunfight. Yet he had never seen such
a quicksilver smooth draw in a man, let alone from
the tall, rawboned woman drawing a .44 caliber Colt
Peacemaker. Something appeared awry as Bass realized that the woman gazed not only at him and Stan,
but also towards his left of the corral. The Peacemaker
roared, belching flame, followed by a lizard flying off
its perch atop strewn fence rails. Bass realized that the
bullet had not hit the lizard. Barking, aim just under

the target to stun, he thought. Before Bass could bring
his pistol to bear, the Peacemaker fired again, cleaving
the lizard’s head while the rest of the body whirled
like an autogyro’s blade. The woman then trained her
gun upon Bass. With two bullets apiece left for him
and Stan, Bass knew that shooting Jessica would be at
best, pyrrhic.
Bass knew that Deadwood was a place where even
the smallest actions could lead to conflict. The woman
could have shot them both, but he had seen enough
to realize that she carried a Taint. Shooting the lizard
and not the men was the part of an inner struggle to
cleanse whatever past blighted her Soul.
“You have killed, but you are not a killer,” he said.
The woman pointed her gun downward, but remained impassive.
“No matter your past, you either stand with Law,
or you oppose it.”
“The Law has never served me well,” replied Jessica.
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw Deputy Fredericks draw his pistol. As the gun cleared, she fired, a
bullet shattering the wooden butt. Fredericks yowled
in pain as splinters pierced his hand, his gun spinning
to the ground.
Peacemaker still leveled, Jessica addressed the deputy. “One more chance than you deserve. You will not
get a second one.”
Jessica realized that Marshal Reeves differed from
the thuggish Fredericks, hiding cowardice behind a
metal badge. Reeves’ eyes, in contrast, exuded a weariness that had seen more than their share of injustice
in a harsh world.
She looked Reeves square in the eye. “I never have,
and never will serve the Law. But I will not oppose or
stand against you. For now.”
“Then I will not arrest you. For now,” replied the
Marshal. “Have a peaceful life, Jessica Patchett.”
“For now,” said Jessica.
Bass gave a slight nod. “For now.” He motioned
for Deputy Fredericks to follow him out of the corral.
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BASICS OF THE GAME
In Doomtown, you’re the leader of a gang struggling to seize control of a town in the Weird West.
You win the game if you have more control points
(blue poker chips) than the other player has influence
(red poker chips) at Sundown.
By playing deeds and building the town you’ll
get control points and money (in the form of ghost
rock). You’ll want to use that to recruit dudes to protect your property!
Hiring dudes will help you protect your deeds, and
they’ll usually increase your influence, too. If they
aren’t tough enough to deal with opposing dudes you
can give them goods and spells to even things out.
Playing action cards can give you advantages and
maybe even get you control points.
Throughout the game, players will alternate plays
during various phases each turn. Whenever plays are
made back and forth like this, it continues until all
players pass consecutively. Eventually you reach Sundown, when you check to see if anyone controls the
town and wins the game!
If nobody wins, all of the dudes and deeds in play
will get ready for the next day. Players will draw more
cards, and the struggle will begin again, until someone
can seize control of the town!
For a breakdown of the punchboard tokens that
came in this box, please go to page 47.

USING THIS RULEBOOK
Doomtown can be a complex game, so the rulebook is a little unusual. These first few parts will tell
you how to play in general terms. The later parts contain more complex rules, as well as play variants.

THE CARDS
Doomtown is a card game, and each card represents something: a person, a place, a thing, or an
event. Fortunately, each card type is designed to work
around the same basic layout.
You’ll build your deck (or use one of the starter decks
you can build from this box, which can be found at
the URL for decklists on pg. 47), find another player,
and then fight it out for control of the town.
First though, you’ll want to know what the cards
mean, and how you read them. There are seven main
card types in this set that you’ll be dealing with:
Outfits: A specific group within your faction that
provides a theme for you to build your deck around.
In addition to providing at least one ability, your outfit
provides your starting ghost rock and daily production.
Dudes: Members of your gang. Dudes are important because they can do a lot for you. They can add
to your total influence, preventing other players from
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On the following three pages, you’ll find an example image for each card type outlined above. At the
end of them, you’ll find a list explaining the parts of
each card (corresponding to the bulletpoints you’ll see
overlaid each card image).

DUDE

CARD ANATOMY

OUTFIT

controlling the town. They take control of deeds, giving you control points. Most dudes have an ability or
skill. They can join shootouts, which puts them at risk
of being aced or discarded, but your opponents’ dudes
in the shootout will be at risk, too!
Deeds: Important places in town are represented
by deeds. They provide you with income to pay for
more deeds, your dudes, and other cards. They also
provide control points, which you need to win at Sundown. Most deeds also have an ability that can be used
by the player who controls them (which can switch
between players throughout the game!).
Goods: Notable pieces of equipment, these will
enhance your dudes’ influence and bullets, provide
new abilities, and more!
Spells: Some dudes have special skills that give
them access to these, which provide new abilities, but
aren’t guaranteed to work. Hucksters gamble with evil
spirits to perform Hexes; Blessed are divinely inspired
to perform Miracles; and Shamans seek favours from
the Spirits.
Actions: These represent events or occurrences,
from the mundane to the extraordinary. You’ll play
them for a one-off benefit, and then discard them.
Jokers: These cards can’t be brought into play, but
count as any suit and value when building a poker
hand!

DEED

SPELL

GOODS
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ACTION

JOKER
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A. Card Name
B. Poker value: Every card in your deck will have
both a suit and value for poker hands throughout the
game. Various in-game effects will refer to a card’s value as well.
C. Bullet Type, Rating, and Bonus: The number and color of a bullet on a dude determines how
well they can shoot (brass is a draw; silver is a stud).
The number is the dude’s bullet rating. On other card
types, like goods, the number is preceded by a plussign, indicating a bullet bonus it gives to a dude. A silver bullet bonus denotes that it makes the dude a stud.
D. Influence or Control: Influence (a red chip) is
how you take control of deeds; control (a blue chip) is
how much a card counts towards winning. On other card types, these will be indicating an influence or
control bonus (+) or penalty (-).
E. Faction Symbol: This shows which faction a

dude or outfit belongs to. Some dudes don’t have a
faction symbol; they’re known as drifters.
F. Starting Ghost Rock: This is how much ghost
rock your outfit provides at the start of the game.
G. Ghost Rock Cost: The cost to play a card.
H. Upkeep or Production: Upkeep (as seen on
dudes) is how much ghost rock you have to pay to
keep a card in play each turn. If it’s preceded by a
plus-sign (as seen on deeds and outfits), it’s production instead, which is how much ghost rock that card
generates for you each turn.
I. Text Box: The area containing a card’s keywords,
traits, abilities, and/or flavor text.
J. Keywords: These are in bold, found at the top
of a text box, and are separated by bullets. Some have
their own special rules, while others are referred to by
various cards.
K. Traits: Paragraphs that don’t begin with a term
or phrase in bold. They typically provide a function
when a certain condition is met.
L. Abilities: Paragraphs that begin with a term or
phrase in bold, followed by a colon, denoting a timing
window when the ability can be used.
M. Flavor Text: Italicized text at the bottom of
a text box. It provides no in-game functionality, but
provides snippets of the world and story of the game.

CARD TERMINOLOGY
KEYWORDS
A keyword is a bold text descriptor that appears at
the top of the text box on some cards.
Some keywords have their own built-in rules— we
call these loaded keywords (see page 35), while others
are used to provide additional effects when referenced
by other cards.
Some in-game effects can give keywords to cards.
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There is no limit to the number of keywords that a
card can have, but if a card somehow gains the same
keyword multiple times, it is only considered to have
that keyword once.

TRAITS
A trait is the plain text that appears below the keywords on some cards.
Traits produce an effect while the card is in play
(or being played, if it’s a cost reduction trait). You can’t
choose to ignore a trait, even if you want to! Some
traits provide a constant effect, while others are circumstantial or triggered by an event in the game.

ABILITIES
An ability is prefaced by a phrase including Noon,
Shootout, Resolution, or React. These indicate when
in the game you can activate the ability.
You can use Noon abilities during High Noon;
Shootout abilities during a shootout; and Resolution
abilities during a Resolution phase. React abilities are
a little different: each one will tell you when you can
use it.
Each ability on a card can only be used once per
turn. They’ll refresh at the end of the turn, ready to be
used again next turn. However, if an ability includes
the word “Repeat” after its timing indicator (e.g.
Noon Repeat), it can be used more than once per turn.

BOOT & UNBOOT
Boot means to turn a card sideways to use it (you
might also know it as tap, exhaust, rotate, etc. from
other games). If you can’t boot a card for any reason
(most commonly, because it’s already booted), you
can’t use its boot ability.
If an ability doesn’t require a card to boot, you can
use that ability while the card it’s on is booted, but you
are still only allowed to use that ability once per turn.

Unboot means to turn a card upright again. Cards
unboot on their own at Nightfall (the last phase of a
turn). Sometimes, a card can unboot another through
the turn. If you boot a card to use its ability, unbooting
the card will not automatically allow you to use that
ability an additional time that turn.

CONTROLLER & OWNER
Cards in play always have a controller and owner.
The owner is always the player whose deck the card
belongs to. By default, cards are automatically controlled by the player who brought it into play.
Most card types require a card effect to change
controller. The exception is deeds. Whoever has the
highest total influence on their dudes at a deed controls it. In case of a tie, or if there is zero influence at a
deed, the owner controls it.
The controller of a deed can use its abilities, and
counts its control points toward their own victory at
Sundown, regardless of who owns it. If you don’t control a deed, you can’t use its abilities!

UNIQUE & NON-UNIQUE
Some cards are unique in Doomtown, meaning
each player can only have one copy of that card in play,
and only if they have no copies of it in their Boot Hill.
By default, all dudes and deeds are unique. Each other
card type can be unique as well, which will be denoted
by the keyword Unique on the card.
Since each player can have their own copy, this
does mean there can be more than one of the same
unique card in play at a time. This just means one must
be an impostor, forgery, or something more nefarious,
but no one can tell which it is!
Similar to how some card types will have the
Unique keyword, some dudes and deeds will instead
have the Non-Unique keyword. This means you can
have multiple copies in play, just like you would with a
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goods or spell that’s non-unique by default.

PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE
All locations are either Public or Private.
If your dude gets into a shootout at a Private location that you don’t own, they’ll gain 1 bounty (becoming wanted if they weren’t already). Getting into a
shootout in Public is fine (as long as you win, anyway).

BOUNTY & WANTED
While a dude has bounty, they are wanted. When
your dude gains bounty, take that much ghost rock
from the bank and put it on the dude. There’s no upper
limit to the amount of bounty a dude may have!
Bounty remains on a dude until they leave play or
a card effect removes it. If your opponent discards or
aces your wanted dude, they get to claim that bounty
and adds it to their stash.

HOME
Your home is the place where dudes you recruit
come into play, and where members of your gang are
(usually) safe from the other players’ machinations.
Your outfit is used to mark the location of your gang’s
home.
If a card or rule refers to a player’s home, it means
the location, not your outfit card itself. If a card or
rule refers to your outfit, it means the card.

THE 6 FACTIONS
There are six different factions in Doomtown, each
with its own icon. This icon is used on outfits and
dudes to indicate which faction they belong to, and
some cards will have them in their rule text to refer
to a faction.

ATTIRE, HORSES, & WEAPONS
Some goods have keywords that restrict how many
of them you can attach to a dude. A dude can only
have one card with the Attire keyword attached, only
one Weapon attached, and only one Horse attached.
These keywords don’t prevent a dude from having
one of each of these keywords. A dude usually wants
to wear some clothes and carry a gun while they ride
their horse, after all.

HEADLINE

Some action cards have the Headline keyword, and
only one Headline can be played in a given shootout!
If an opponent plays theirs first in a shootout, that
means you’re out of luck with yours.
Most Headlines will be found on Shootout actions,
but they can appear on any type of action that can be
played in a shootout (such as a React).

WHERE CARDS GO
When cards aren’t in play, they’ll be in one of fivedifferent areas: your deck, discard pile, boot hill, play
hand, or poker hand.
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DECK

BOOT HILL

Each player has their own face-down deck that
they draw cards from during the game. If something
in the game tells you to draw one or more cards, take
that many cards from the top of your deck and add
them to your play hand.
If something in the game tells you to reveal one
or more cards from your deck, take the appropriate
number of cards from the top of your deck and turn
them face up, without changing the order.
If you need to draw or reveal a card for any reason
and your deck is empty, turn your discard pile facedown and shuffle it to make a new deck, then draw.
Shuffle your deck before the game begins, and after
each time a card searches your deck during play. Offer
the other player a chance to shuffle or cut your deck in
these situations, too!

Each player has their own boot hill. Cards in your
boot hill won’t be shuffled back into your deck.
Usually, boot hill is made up of dudes who have
been aced (that is, killed) during a shootout. Other
types of cards can also be aced during play, which
sends them to boot hill as well.
Aced cards always go to their owner’s boot hill, but
you can look through any player’s Boot Hill at any
time.

DECK BUILDING
A Doomtown deck consists of an outfit card (you
must include one, and it starts in play), 52 cards with
a suit and value, and up to two Jokers.
You cannot have more than four cards that share
the same combination of suit and value in your deck.
You cannot have more than four cards that share the
same title in your deck.

DISCARD PILE
Each player has a face-up discard pile that their
cards discarded from play or their hand go to. Discarded cards always go to their owner’s discard pile!
If a card in play is aced or discarded, any cards that
were attached to it go to their owner’s discard pile.
You can look through any player’s discard pile at
any time, but you can’t rearrange the cards there. It
help you see what your opponent is up to!

PLAY HAND

Each player has a play hand of cards (usually referred to as ‘your hand’) they can use during each turn:
a mixture of dudes, deeds, goods, spells, and actions
for use throughout.
If something in the game tells you to discard one
or more cards, they’re discarded from your play hand
unless specified otherwise, and they go directly to your
discard pile.
At the end of each turn you refill your play hand, so
don’t be shy about playing cards.

DRAW HAND

Throughout a turn, players will sometimes form
another type of hand of cards: a draw hand, (a hand of
cards for poker). When you need to form one, you’ll
set aside the cards in your play hand, and draw new
cards from your deck to form each poker hand.
Once players have resolved a hand of poker, those
cards are discarded immediately.

THE CARDS RULE ALL
Whenever a card instructs you to do something
(like move a dude, play another card, or trade goods),
this is described as doing something “via card effect.”
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When you do something via card effect, you do just
what the card says. If the card doesn’t follow the normal rules of the game, that means you disregard the
normal rules and restrictions!
Also, any card that says you cannot do something
takes precedence over a card that says you can.

THE TOWN
The town you’re fighting over starts small. At the
start of each game, you’ll place your home (represented by your outfit card) in front of you, starting your
street: the row of locations you own.
As you build deeds, you place them at either end of
your street, growing the town into something worth
fighting for. Opposite your street will be your opponent’s. The space between the streets is the town
square.

LOCATIONS

Places in Doomtown are called locations:
• Each player’s home is a location.
• Each deed in play is a location.
• The area in the middle of the table, the town
square, is a location.
Dudes in play are always at a location, and can never be at more than one location at a time.

YOUR HOME
Your home is the base for your gang, and it’s usually safe. You always control your home, and you collect its production each turn. When you recruit dudes,
they normally come into play at your home.
Your dudes cannot be called out at your home
without a card effect. Your home is Private, so if another player’s dudes do manage to get into a shootout
at your home, they’ll gain bounty.
Your home is not a deed, and is represented on your

street by your outfit card.

TOWN SQUARE

The town square is the no-man’s-land between rival gangs, and it’s not safe. Nobody can control the
town square and it’s always Public, so nobody will
gain bounty if they get into a shootout there.
The town square is not a deed. It is adjacent to all
homes and all deeds that are not Out-of-Town.

DEEDS
Deeds are put into play by the players, building up
the town, and are generally safer than the town square.
Each deed will have a keyword telling you if it is Private or Public.
The player with the most Influence at a deed controls that deed. If there’s a tie for the most Influence
at a deed (even a tie of zero influence, with or without
dudes there), the owner controls the deed. A deed’s
controller can change any number of times in a turn.
Changing control doesn’t move the deed, boot it, or
otherwise affect it.
You can’t leave a gap on your street between deeds,
and you can’t move or rearrange deeds once built.

YOUR STREET

When you build a deed, you can put it at either end
of your street. As you build deeds, you build up a map
of the town. As dudes are always at a specific location,
they have to move to get around this map.
If a dude gets into a shootout, only the members
of their gang who are close to them will be able to
join them.
On the following page, you’ll see two examples of
the streets and town square during a game. One is at
the start of the game, the other a couple turns into it.
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At the start of the game,
the town streets will look
like this...

...and after a turn or two,
the town will look more
like this!
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ADJACENT
When two locations are next to each other, they are
adjacent. This means that:
• Any outfit or deed on a street is adjacent to the
locations immediately to its left and right (note
that empty lots are not locations).
• All locations on a street are adjacent to the town
square.
• Out of town deeds are not adjacent to anything.

NEARBY

Some rules and cards will refer to something nearby, which means at this or an adjacent location.
For example, The Cheyenne Club has the ability:
“Controller Noon, Boot: Give a nearby dude +1 to
each of their skill ratings.” This means you could use
that ability (if you controlled the Cheyenne Club) on
dudes at the Cheyenne Club, at the town square (since
it’s adjacent to all in-town deeds and outfits), or at an
adjacent deed or outfit.

OUT OF TOWN

Some deeds have the keyword “Out of Town.”
They’re regular deeds in most regards, but they aren’t
placed onto your street. Instead, they are placed off to
one side. They’re isolated places, and are not adjacent
to anything (including other Out of Town deeds).
Dudes can still move to Out of Town deeds and
take control of them, it’s just more awkward than
moving around in town.

POKER
Before moving on to the finer details of how a turn
works, you’re going to need to learn some things about
poker and poker hands. In Doomtown, you’ll have to
play a hand of poker at the start of each turn (during
the Gamblin’ phase). Plus, a lot of issues in the town

end up being settled in shootouts, which also use poker hands.
You’ll resolve each of these events by drawing cards
from your deck to make a 5-card poker hand, then revealing and comparing it to your opponent’s to figure
out who wins. In these draw hands, the only things
that matter are the suits and values of the cards.
Just make sure you never mix up your play hand
with a draw hand!

ACES & FACES
In Doomtown, aces are always low. That
is, they count as ones. Jacks, queens, and
kings count as eleven, twelve, and thirteen,
respectively.

POKER HAND RANKS
If you’re not familiar with poker hands (or need
a refresher), on the following page you’ll see a chart
explaining how to build each of them, and their hand
ranks in Doomtown.
While it can be difficult to make a high hand rank
such as four of a kind with a regular 52 card deck, it’s
generally easier in Doomtown, since you can run up to
4 cards of each suit and value combination.
If you put four King-value cards from each suit
into your deck, that’s sixteen King-value cards. Add
four 8-value cards from each suit, too, and that means
32 out of your 52 cards are on just two card values!
Getting a Full House or Four of a Kind looks a lot
more likely, doesn’t it?

TIED HAND RANKS
Sometimes, your hand ranks will be tied. Both
players might reveal two pair, for example. When this
happens, the first thing to do is compare the ranking
cards (continued below the table on the next page).
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This is why announcing your specific hand (such as
“a pair of eights” instead of just “a pair”) is preferable.
This can make it a lot quicker to check tiebreakers!
On the following page, you’ll find a table outlining
the tiebreakers for each hand rank.
Occasionally, draw hands will be identical. If that’s
the case, neither player wins. However, in the Gamblin’ phase, you’ll discard the tied hands and draw a
new hand if you reveal identical hands— that’s the
only time you do that for a tie, though!

COMPARISON EXAMPLE 1
Player A reveals 6♦6♣6♠9♠10♦ for “three of a
kind, sixes.”
Player B reveals 6♥6♣6♦4♠8♦ for “three of a
kind, sixes.”
The ranking cards are the three of a kinds. They’re
tied at six, so A and B compare the next highest cards
in their hands. Player A’s 10 beats Player B’s 8, so player A wins.
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COMPARISON EXAMPLE 2

COMPARISON EXAMPLE 3

Player A reveals 7♦7♣7♠9♠9♦ for a “full house,
sevens on nines.”
Player B reveals 7♥7♣7♦8♠8♦ for a “full house,
sevens on eights.”
The ranking cards are the three of a kinds. They’re
tied at seven, so players A and B compare their pairs.
Player A’s pair of 9s beats player B’s pair of 8s, so Player A wins.

Player A reveals 2♣4♣7♣10♣J♣ for a “flush.”
Player B reveals 6♦8♦10♦J♦K♦ for a “flush.”
The ranking cards are the highest value cards in
each hand. Player A’s J is lower than player B’s K, so
Player B wins.
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CHEATIN’

SKILL TESTS

Draw hands are considered either legal or illegal.
Illegal hands are known as cheatin’ hands in Doomtown. If you could make your draw hand with a regular 52 card deck, it’s legal. If you’d need to add cards
from another deck or two, your hand’s cheatin’.
For example, 6♦6♣6♠6♥Q♦ is a legal Four
of a Kind (hand rank 8). On the other hand,
6♦6♣6♠6♠Q♦ is a cheatin’ Four of a Kind, as it
contains multiple copies of the 6♠.

Some dudes have skills: Mad Scientists, Shamans,
Blessed, and Hucksters. The name of the skill will be
followed by a number; this is the dude’s skill rating
(for example, Mad Scientist 2). Mad Scientists invent
Gadgets (usually a goods, but sometimes other card
types). Shamans, Blessed, and Hucksters each cast a
type of spell: Spirits, Miracles, and Hexes, respectively.
Whenever one of your dudes wants to use their
skill, they have to make a skill test. To do this, make a
pull and add the dude’s skill rating, checking it against
the difficulty of the spell or Gadget. If you meet or
beat the difficulty, you succeed! This is gone over in
more detail on page 31.

CHANGING SUITS & VALUES

Sometimes a card effect can change the suit and/or
value of a card in a draw hand. This can make a hand
legal (by changing a duplicate suit and value card), in
which case it’s now a legal hand.
Similarly, this can also make a hand illegal by creating a duplicate suit and value of another card in the
hand, in which case it’s now a cheatin’ hand.

MODIFYING HAND RANKS
Sometimes a card effect can modify your hand
rank, either raising or lowering it.
A modified hand rank is considered to be the worst
hand of that rank, losing to any unmodified hand of
that rank. If both hands have been modified to the
same hand rank, they tie.

PULLS
Some cards will ask you to make a pull. You do this
by revealing the top card of your deck and checking
its suit and value (remember: A=1, J=11, Q=12, and
K=13). Usually, you compare the pull’s suit or value
to a number or suit indicated in the pull instructions.
Once you’ve resolved the effect of the pull, discard
the card.

JOKERS
You may include up to two jokers in your deck (and
you probably should!). They don’t count against the
deck size limit, so your deck should be made up of 52
cards, your outfit card, and up to two jokers.
While most decks will include jokers, some may
leave them out. While you’re learning the game,
though, we generally recommend including them.
Jokers are only useful for draw hands and pulls, but
they are wild cards that can give you a significant advantage!
If a joker is revealed in your draw hand, you choose
both the suit and value for the joker. A joker in your
draw hand won’t make it cheatin’; for example, if your
draw hand consists of a legal Four-of-a-Kind and a
joker, you can use the joker to make it a legal Fiveof-a-Kind. However, if the Four-of-a-Kind would
have been cheatin’ without the joker, it’s still a cheatin’
hand with the joker.
If a joker is revealed from your deck (except as a
pull), is discarded from your play hand, or is in your
discard pile, it has neither a suit nor a value.
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SETTING UP THE GAME
You’ve learned about cards and poker. Time to
learn how to play!

1. SET OUT TOKENS
Create a central pool of ghost rock tokens, which
is known as the bank. Then, create a central pool of
influence and control point tokens.

2. TOSS A COIN
Toss a coin (or use some other convenient method)
to decide who’s the Dealer heading into the first turn
of the game. Don’t worry if you lose the toss, this only
matters through the first phase (the Gamblin’ Phase)
of the first turn!

3. REVEAL OUTFITS
Starting with the Dealer and proceeding clockwise,
each player puts their outfit card face up in front of
them, marking their home. Leave a gap in the middle
of the play area, between each player’s home, to represent the town square.
Take the amount of starting ghost rock shown
on your outfit from the bank, and put it somewhere
close to hand. This is your stash. Ghost rock you gain
throughout the game will add to your stash; ghost rock

you spend will be taken from your stash. If you can’t
afford the ghost rock cost of a card, you can’t play it!
Your ghost rock stash persists from turn to turn.
You can save it up to pay for expensive cards.

4. CHOOSE STARTING DUDES
Now that outfits have been revealed, each player
secretly searches their deck for up to five dudes who
are either members of their faction or drifters.
Grifters: Dudes with the Grifter keyword usually have an ability that you can use at the start of
the game. Most of them manipulate your play hand
in some way, to ensure a smoother start to the game.
You can only include one Grifter when selecting your
starting dudes. During the game, Grifters can be recruited like any other dude.
Core Deeds: Some deeds have the Core keyword.
One core deed can be played (and paid for) alongside
your starting gang. Some Core deeds can only be chosen if your outfit belongs to a specific faction. During
the game, Core deeds can be built like any other deed.
Gadget Dudes: Some dudes have the Gadget keyword, and like all Gadgets, need a Mad Scientist to
invent them. You can only select a Gadget dude for
your starting gang if that dude explicitly says you can.
It will also explain how to invent in such a situation.
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Once everyone has chosen their starting dudes, put
them into play simultaneously at home (these dudes
are known as your starting gang). Pay their costs from
your stash when you do this. Some dudes have an effect when they enter play, but you ignore those abilities when they’re part of your starting gang.

5. DRAW PLAY HANDS
Shuffle and cut your deck (offer your opponent a
chance to shuffle and cut it, too!) and then draw a five
card play hand. If you chose to hire a Grifter as one
of your starting dudes, you can use their React ability now. If there is more than one Grifter in play, the
Dealer gets to use their Grifter’s ability first, proceeding clockwise to let each other player use theirs.

“I GO, THEN YOU GO...”
Before we get into the breakdown of how each turn
of Doomtown plays out, we should explain one last
core concept now that your game is all set up: at every
step in a game of Doomtown, players alternate making plays.
Exactly which plays you can take will depend on
what’s happening in the game, but what always matters is that the Dealer has the first opportunity to
make a play at every opportunity for the entire turn.
For example, the Dealer has the first opportunity to:
• play a Cheatin’ Resolution during the Gamblin’
Phase.
• produce ghost rock during the Production Phase.
• to pay upkeep during the Upkeep Phase.
• make a play during High Noon.
• make a play during Shootouts.
• play a Resolution during a Shootout.
• apply the effects of their traits.
After a player makes a play, proceed clockwise to

the next player. They now get their chance to make
a play.
These opportunities to make plays continue until
all players sequentially choose to pass. You can choose
to pass and wait and see what your opponent is up to
before you act, but they might not have any secrets
and also immediately pass, robbing you of any subsequent opportunities!

STARTING DECKS
If your this is your first time playing the game, we
recommend first playing with the starting decks available at the webpage for Weird West Edition resources
(see page 47 for the URL). There’s one for each faction, and they can be built using just the cards in this
box!
Now that you’ve learned the basic concepts of the
game and your play area is set up, it’s time to walk
through the phases of a turn!
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THE TURN

A DAY IN DOOMTOWN

Each turn represents a day in the town, and comprises six phases:
1. Gamblin’
All players ante up 1 ghost rock, and play a hand of
lowball poker that determines the Dealer: the player
who gets the first opportunity to act at each step for
the whole day.
2. Production
Outfits, deeds, and any other cards with a production value add ghost rock to your stash.
3. Upkeep
Pay the upkeep on your cards in play (usually
dudes) or, if you can’t or won’t pay, discard them.
4. High Noon
This is where the meat of the game takes place.
You’ll play cards from your hand to hire dudes,
build deeds, shop for goods or spells, and play action
cards. You can move your dudes around town, start
shootouts, and use the Noon abilities on your cards
in play.
Players alternate making plays (or passing) until
all players pass sequentially. This means that you can
choose to pass while your opponent keeps playing out
their strategy, but then make a play once your opponent has committed to their decisions! Passing can be
a powerful strategic tool.

5. Sundown
Victory is checked: does anyone control enough of
the town to win the game? You need more control
points than anyone else has total influence to win!
6. Nightfall
The end of turn clean up: players refill their hands,
cards unboot, Noon effects end, and abilities refresh.
After that, go back to the Gamblin’ phase and start a
new day!

1. GAMBLIN’ PHASE
The Gamblin’ phase determines the player who is
the Dealer for the turn— and it can make you some
ghost rock, too!
First, each player antes up by taking 1 ghost rock
and putting into the town square. This is the pot the
players are competing for during the Gamblin’ phase.
If you can’t afford to ante, borrow it from the bank;
you’ll need to pay it back in the Upkeep phase, though!
Each player then puts their play hand aside and
draws a five card hand from their deck (a draw hand).
Reveal your draw hands and compare hand ranks.
Whoever has the lowest hand rank collects all the
ghost rock in the pot and becomes the Dealer for the
turn.
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Wait, aren’t high hand ranks good?

Yes, they are, most of the time. Just not during the
Gamblin’ phase.
The Gamblin’ phase uses lowball poker as something of a balancing mechanic. Your heavily stacked,
high hand rank deck will be great in shootouts, but
you’ll have to give up the initiative (and a little bit of
ghost rock) for that effectiveness. A weaker shootout
structure will do the opposite during lowball!

CHEATIN’ WHILE GAMBLIN’
If a player reveals a cheatin’ hand in the Gamblin’
phase (that is, a hand you couldn’t make with a regular
deck of cards including jokers), other players get an
opportunity to punish them.
First, players check the traits of their cards in play.
Do any of them mention players revealing a cheatin’
hand? If they do, the trait will activate as long as the
trait doesn’t require you to be in a shootout (if it says
“during a shootout”, “in a posse”, or to target “a shooter,” for example). Some traits will give you the option
of resolving their effects. If a trait doesn’t give the
player an option, they are required to resolve it.
If more than one player has traits that activate,
start with the previous turn’s Dealer and work your
way around clockwise. If it’s the first turn, start with
whoever wins the coin flip and work your way around
clockwise. Each player resolves all their traits before
moving to the next player in this manner.
Once any traits have been used, you have the
chance to use Cheatin’ Resolution abilities, but only
one Cheatin’ Resolution can be used against a player during a given hand (also, you can’t use a Cheatin’
Resolution against yourself ). As with traits, start with
the Dealer and work your way around clockwise. Each
player can either play a Cheatin’ Resolution or pass.
You can use a Cheatin’ Resolution on a card you
control in play, or on an action card in your hand (but

you can’t use a Cheatin’ Resolution during the Gamblin’ phase that requires you to be in a shootout).

2. PRODUCTION PHASE
Starting with the Dealer and proceeding clockwise, each player totals their production and adds that
much ghost rock from the bank to their stash.
You get production from your outfit; deeds that
you own and control; and any other cards that have
production indicated (normally in the lower-right
corner.)

3. UPKEEP PHASE
Now that you’ve made your ghost rock, it’s time to
pay your gang.
Starting with the Dealer and proceeding clockwise,
each player pays their upkeep. First, pay back the bank
if you borrowed in the Gamblin’ phase. Then, pay the
upkeep on any cards you control and wish to keep in
play (usually dudes). Finally, discard any cards with
upkeep that you did not pay.

Debt: If you somehow find yourself in a situation
where you can’t repay the bank in the Upkeep phase
after borrowing ghost rock during the Gamblin’ phase,
the debt persists into subsequent turns. You’ll have
to pay the bank back before you can pay any other
upkeep!
Cards with Zero Upkeep: If you don’t pay upkeep on a card, you have to discard it, but you can’t
discard cards with zero upkeep in this way.
Dudes from Other Factions: When paying a
dude’s upkeep, remember that if they have a faction
symbol which is different to your outfit card’s faction
symbol, you increase their upkeep by their influence!
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4. HIGH NOON PHASE
This is it, the biggest part of the game! Starting
with the Dealer, players take turns performing Noon
plays until everyone passes sequentially.
There are several possible Noon plays, five of which
are playing the card types you just learned about:
dudes, deeds, goods, spells, and actions. The other
Noon plays cover moving your dudes around town
and interacting with other dudes (usually by trying to
shoot them). All of them are described below.

4.1 RECRUIT A DUDE
As a Noon play you can recruit a dude from your
play hand, putting them into play at your home. Use
ghost rock from your stash to pay the dude’s cost, and
put them into play at your home, unbooted.
The dude’s abilities and traits (if they have any) are
available for use this turn, but you’ll need to wait till
after your opponent makes their next Noon play (or
passes) before getting to use a Noon ability on any of
your dudes, of course.

4.2 BUY A GOODS
As a Noon play you can buy a goods in your play
hand, attaching it to your dude. Use ghost rock from
your stash to pay the goods’ cost, and attach the goods
to a dude, unbooted. Just like dudes, the goods’ abilities and traits are available for use this turn, once you
have a chance to use that kind of play.
There are two restrictions on attaching goods.
Firstly, only unbooted dudes can attach goods. If your
dude is booted, you can’t buy them goods. Secondly,
your dude must be at a location you control to attach
goods. If your dude is at a location you don’t control,
you can’t buy them any goods.
As you always control your home, you can always
buy goods for your unbooted dudes at home. You can’t

buy goods for your dudes in town square or at your
opponent’s home, though; you can never control those
locations!

4.3 TRADE GOODS
As a Noon play you can move goods between two
or more of your dudes in the same location that you
control. As long as the dudes are all at the same location, you can move any number of attached goods
between any number of your dudes.
Trading goods has the same restrictions as buying
goods, specifically that only unbooted dudes can attach goods, and only at locations you control. Note
that booted dudes can give goods away (but can’t be
given goods since they’re booted), and that booted
goods can be given away.
There is one additional restriction when you trade
goods between dudes: a goods can’t be moved between
dudes by this Noon play more than once in a turn.

4.4 LEARN A SPELL
As a Noon play you can have your dude learn a spell
in your play hand, attaching it to your dude who is the
appropriate type of spellcaster. Remember: Blessed
can attach Miracles, Hucksters can attach Hexes, and
Shamans can attach Spirits.
Use ghost rock from your stash to pay the spell’s
cost, and attach the goods to an appropriate unbooted dude. Just like with goods, the spell’s abilities and
traits are available for use this turn.
There are two additional restrictions on attaching
spells. Just like with goods, the dude must be unbooted, and it must be at a location you control. Unlike
goods, spells cannot be traded once they’re attached.

4.5 BUILD A DEED
As a Noon play you can build a deed in your play
hand, adding it to your street. Use ghost rock from
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your stash to pay the deed’s cost, and put the deed
into play unbooted. Place the deed at one end of your
street (you’re free to choose which end). If it’s an Outof-Town deed, place it off to one side of the play area,
as a reminder that it is not adjacent to anything.
Just like dudes, goods, and spells, the deed’s abilities and traits are available for use this turn, although
you’ll still need to control the deed when the opportunity arises!

4.6 MOVE YOUR DUDE
As a Noon play you can move one of your unbooted dudes to any other location in play (a deed,
a home, or the town square). By default, moving as a
Noon play boots that dude (there are two exceptions
detailed below).
Booting your dude is considered a cost of moving,
which means your dude boots, and then moves to the
new location while booted. Your dudes can move from
any location to any location, adjacency doesn’t matter
here (though isolated dudes may be vulnerable to being called out!).
Two locations offer special benefits when it comes
to moving your dudes: your home and the town square.
Firstly, your dude can move from their home to an
adjacent location without booting. This means that
your dudes can move from your home to the town
square without booting, or from your home to the
deeds on either side of it without booting.
Secondly, a dude can move from the town square
to an adjacent location without booting, unless they
are moving to their home. This means that dudes can
move from the town square to any deed on any player’s street without booting, and from the town square
to your opponent’s home without booting.
As noted above, there is one special case when
moving from the town square: a dude who moves from
the town square to their own home boots normally.

Although these two special locations allow dudes
to move without booting, they do not allow a dude
who is already booted to move. Note that you cannot choose to boot your dudes when they make these
moves, they will move without booting.
After dudes move to or from deeds, remember to
check for changes in control!

4.7 USE A NOON ABILITY
ON A CARD IN PLAY
Dudes, deeds, goods, and spells can all have Noon
abilities. To use a Noon ability on a card in play, announce which ability you want to use, and then resolve
it (see Resolving Abilities on page 25).

4.8 USE A NOON ABILITY
ON A CARD IN YOUR HAND
Many action cards have Noon abilities. They work
just like abilities on cards in play, but your opponent
won’t see them coming! To use an ability on an action card, announce which ability you want to use, and
then resolve it (see Resolving Abilities on page 25).
Using action cards is almost identical to using an
ability on a card in play. The only difference is that you
play the card from your hand when you announce it,
and then discard the card once it’s resolved.

VIA CARD EFFECT
Some cards have a Noon ability (or another ability timing, such as Shootout) that allows
you to do something like move a dude, trade
goods, or play a card from your hand.
When you use one of these abilities, we say
you’re doing something “via card effect.” When
you do something via card effect, you do what
the card says, so disregard the normal rules and
restrictions! (cont’d on next page)
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Example 1: A deed has the ability “Noon,
Boot: Move your dude.” This means you can
choose to move your dude even if they’re booted, and, if the dude was unbooted, they do not
boot when moving.
Example 2: A deed has the ability “Noon,
Boot: Attach a goods to your dude.” This means
you can attach the goods to your dude even if
they’re booted, and even if they are at a location
you do not control.

4.9 CALL OUT A DUDE
We’ve mentioned dudes fighting— well, this is how
you start a fight! If you want another player’s dude out
of the way (there are any number of reasons for this:
an annoying ability or trait, influence preventing you
from winning, you just don’t like the way they look,
etc.) you can challenge them with a callout.
To issue a callout, you need an unbooted dude in
the same location as the mark (that’s the term we use
for the dude you’re calling out). However, you can’t
call out a dude at their own home, and you can’t call
out your own dudes!
The mark must either accept or refuse the callout.
If they’re booted, they can’t refuse the callout. If the
callout is accepted, you’ll get into a shootout. If the
callout is refused, the mark has to boot and run home.
To reiterate, a booted dude cannot issue a callout,
and a booted dude cannot refuse a callout. A dude can
issue as many callouts as they like during a turn (as
long as they stay unbooted).

Callouts & Card Effects: If a callout is
issued via card effect, then you can ignore rules
restrictions. A card effect can let your booted
dude call out a dude, even at the mark’s home!
A callout via card effect can still be refused,
provided the mark is unbooted. If a dude in
their home is called out via card effect, they can
still refuse the callout by booting!

5. SUNDOWN PHASE
Sundown is when victory is checked each turn.
Starting with the Dealer, any traits that are active
“during sundown” are triggered.
Now check for victory and see if a player has won
the game. If you have more control points than your
opponent has total influence, you control the town
and win!
Sundown then comes to an end. Any traits that are
triggered “during sundown” end, and then any traits or
abilities that are triggered “after sundown” do so.

TIES AND VICTORY
If both players have more control points than their
opponent has total influence, the player with the most
control points wins.
If both players have more control points than their
opponent has total influence, and both players have
the same number of control points, nobody wins and
the game continues into another day.

6. NIGHTFALL PHASE
As nobody controls the town, the gangs rest up and
get ready for a new day! Starting with the Dealer, each
player does the following in the order below:
• may discard one card from their play hand.
• draws (or discards, if necessary) until they are at
their maximum hand size (usually this is 5 cards).
• unboots all of their cards in play.
• ends the effects of any ability or trait that lasts until the end of the turn (including Noon abilities).
• refreshes the abilities on their cards in play, allowing them to be used again.
Finally, the day ends, and a new turn begins!
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THE REST O’ THE RULES
RESOLVING ABILITIES
You can find abilities on every card type except jokers. Each ability will begin its first paragraph with a
timing indication in bold, outlining when you can use
it, and will always include one of these 4 general windows: Noon, Shootout, Resolution, or React.
To use an ability, work through the following steps:
1. Announce the ability you want to use.
2. Choose the marks or targets of the ability.
3. Check that you can pay any required costs, and
that the targets are valid.
4. Pay any costs.
5. Resolve the ability, starting at the first sentence
and working through to the last sentence.
This sounds like a lot, but it’s just a verbose way of
saying “make sure you can do what the card says, and
then do it.”
If there is no way for an ability to affect the game
state, you cannot use that ability. If you find out that
you can’t resolve an ability that you’ve announced for
some reason, reset the game to the point where you
announced the ability and take another action (or try
and use the same ability again, with legal targets).
1. Announce the ability. To use an ability, you
must control the card in play with the ability, or show
the action card with the ability from your hand.

2. Choose the mark/target. Abilities require you
to mark or target cards that you intend to affect, so
that’s the next thing you need to choose. You may
need to choose some other cards involved, too. For example, you may mark an opposing dude, but also need
to choose which of your dudes to boot as required by
the ability’s specific text.
3. Check you can pay any required costs, and that
the marks/targets are valid. Before you can resolve
an ability, you need to check that your targets are valid. Do they match any conditions from the ability?
Has your opponent done anything so you can’t target
them like normal? Are they in the required location?
You need to make sure you can pay any other required
costs such as:
• Booting your cards.
• Paying ghost rock.
• Discarding cards.
The effects of failing a pull are not considered a required cost.

SHOOTOUTS
So, you’ve called out a dude, and they’ve accepted
(either voluntarily, or by being caught booted and unable to flee). Now a shootout begins!
High Noon is paused until the shootout ends (but
it’s still considered High Noon). Once the shootout
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is over, High Noon plays resume where they left off.
First of all, some terminology: the dude who issued
the call out is the leader, and the dude who was the
target of the call out is the mark. These terms also
refer to the player controlling each respective dude.
The shootout takes place at the mark’s location. The
location matters because the leader and the mark don’t
have to fight alone; they can each form a posse.
Once dudes have joined the posses, players take
turns performing Shootout actions or passing, until
everyone passes sequentially, just like they did during
High Noon!
With Shootout actions finished, each side chooses
who will be their shooter, and then draws cards from
their deck, which they use to each form a draw hand.
The draw hands are then compared, and the loser (the
player with the worst hand) takes casualties.
After suffering casualties, the loser chooses whether to flee or to stand and fight. Once the loser has decided, the winner makes the same decision (to flee or
to keep fighting). If both sides stay, they’ll go back to
the beginning of a new shootout round. Keep playing
rounds until only one side is left (the winning side), or
no sides are left.
The section below will break down the sequence of
a shootout step by step.

SHOOTOUT SEQUENCE
1. FORM POSSES
When somebody starts a shootout, other dudes
nearby can help out.
The leader forms their posse first, and they automatically join their own posse (they started the
shootout, after all). One at a time, the leader’s other
dudes can join the posse, as long as they are nearby.
Dudes who aren’t at or adjacent to the location of the

shootout are too far away to help!
After the leader has finished, the mark forms their
posse. Just like the leader, the mark automatically joins
the posse (they are the one who was called out, so they
have to fight!). One at a time, the mark’s other dudes
can then join the posse as long as they are nearby.
Dudes at the location of the shootout can join the
posse without booting, and can join the posse while
booted. They’re right there, after all! Dudes adjacent
to the location of the shootout can join the posse, but
they have to boot to do so. Booted dudes cannot join
the posse if they are adjacent to the location of the
shootout!
Remember, if your dude joins a posse in a Private
location that you do not own, they gain 1 bounty.
Crashing into someone’s office and starting a shootout
is generally frowned upon.
Once both posses are assembled, move on to the
next step: making Shootout plays!

2. SHOOTOUT PLAYS
Starting with the Dealer, players alternate making
Shootout plays until everyone passes sequentially (just
like High Noon). Unlike High Noon, there aren’t any
Shootout abilities provided by the rules you can use
by default. Instead, you have to use Shootout abilities
on your outfit, dudes, deeds, goods, and action cards.
Like all abilities, Shootout abilities on cards in play
can only be used once per turn.
While Noon abilities last until the end of the
turn, Shootout abilities only last until the end of the
shootout. The bad news is that a Shootout ability
helping your dudes is only temporary. The good news
is that an opponent’s Shootout ability that sabotages
your dudes is only temporary, too!
There are a couple of restrictions on which
Shootout abilities you can use. A dude, goods, or spell
must be present in the shootout to use its Shootout
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ability. In addition, a dude or goods must be present
in the shootout to be targeted by a Shootout ability.
There are two important exceptions to the presence
requirements for dude, goods, and spell abilities and
targets in a shootout. First, a dude, goods, or spell ability not present in the shootout can be used if it would
move a dude into the shootout.
Secondly, a dude, goods, or spell outside the
shootout can be the target of a Shootout ability if
it brings the dude into the shootout, or attaches the
goods or spell to a dude in the shootout. If an ability
or trait moves a dude into the shootout, the dude will
join the posse, and will gain bounty as normal if the
shootout is at a deed owned by another player.
Deeds and outfits can use their Shootout abilities
regardless of where the shootout is taking place, unless that card restricts it otherwise (a deed might only
allow use of its Shootout ability if the shootout is at
that deed, for example).
Some abilities will remove dudes from a shootout.
If an ability or trait moves a dude in a posse from the
location of a shootout, that dude will leave the posse.
Some abilities or traits will specifically ‘send a dude
home’ or ‘send a dude home booted.’ If a dude is sent
home, they’re also removed from their posse. Thus,
you can send a dude home who is already at home,
and they’re still removed from their posse (but don’t
move otherwise). Likewise, you can send a booted
dude home booted.

3. CHOOSE YOUR SHOOTERS
Once every player has passed in a row on using
Shootout abilities, it’s time for the leader and mark to
choose shooters for their posse. Naturally, the Dealer
chooses first.
The shooter is the dude in your posse who contributes their full bullet rating and bullet type. Every other dude in your posse is a backup, and the only thing

that matters for them is their bullet type.
Neither the leader nor the mark has to be chosen
as a shooter in their posse. It can be prudent to hide
behind your scarier friends when hot lead is flying!
Read on to the next step of a shootout (4. Draw!)
to see what all being the shooter entails.

4. DRAW!
You’re now going to set your play hands aside and
draw cards from your decks to make poker hands. The
highest hand rank wins in a shootout round.
First, you calculate your stud and draw bonuses.
Your stud bonus is equal to the bullet rating of your
shooter if they are a stud, plus the number of backup
studs in your posse. Your draw bonus is equal to the
bullet rating of your shooter if they are a draw, plus the
number of backup draws in your posse.
Put another way, your shooter adds their full bullet
value to your draw or stud bonus, depending on which
they are. This does mean that if you choose a dude
with zero bullets as your shooter, you get no bonus
from them.
Then, every backup dude contributes a single bullet when calculating your stud and draw bonuses.
Whether they’re 4-stud or 0-stud, if they’re not your
shooter only their bullet type matters, and they always
add one!

Example 1: You have the following dudes
in your posse: Baker Andrews (2 stud), Allie
Hensman (2 draw), and Ike Clanton (0 draw).
You choose Baker as your shooter, leaving Allie
and Ike as backup.
Your stud bonus will be 2 (Baker’s stud bullet rating of 2 + 0 backup studs). Your draw
bonus will be 2 (Allie’s backup draw + Ike’s
backup draw).
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Example 2: You have Miranda Clarke (0

stud), Andreas Andregg (0 stud), and Allie
Hensman (2 draw) in your posse.
If Miranda or Andreas is your shooter, you
will have 1 stud bonus (Miranda or Andreas’s
0 stud + 1 backup stud) and 1 draw bonus (1
backup draw from Allie).
On the other hand, if Allie is your shooter,
you will have 2 stud bonus (2 backup studs) and
2 draw (from Allie’s 2 draw as shooter).
Next, set your play hand aside. Don’t get your play
hand confused with your draw hand! Each player
draws 5 cards, plus their stud bonus. You always get
at least 5 cards!
After looking at their cards, each player has the
chance to use their draw bonus. You can discard a
number of cards from your draw hand up to your draw
bonus, and then draw that many cards from your deck.
You only get one opportunity to use your draw bonus.
You can’t discard and draw multiple times!
Lastly, use the cards you have to form a five card
poker hand, and discard the rest. Remember, higher is
better in a shootout! But if you cheat, your opponent
could punish you once hands are revealed.

5. REVEAL DRAW HANDS
Reveal your final draw hands and announce them.
Make sure to mention if you’re cheatin’, too! If your
draw hand contains one or more Jokers, announce
what suit and value you’ll be treating them as in your
draw hand.
Some cards might have traits that are triggered
when draw hands are revealed (especially if cheatin’
hands are revealed!). These happen before anything
else after the reveal, starting with the Dealer’s traits.
Once the Dealer has resolved all of their traits, proceed clockwise.

Next, some React abilities might be able to trigger
on revealing draw hands. Again, start with the Dealer and proceed clockwise, just like with Noon and
Shootout abilities, until everyone passes. Reacts are
something of a special case: they can be played from
any card you control in play, they don’t require being
in the shootout or bringing someone into it!

6. RESOLUTION
Starting with the Dealer and proceeding clockwise,
players have a chance to use Resolution abilities until
everyone passes sequentially. Just like Shootout abilities, Resolution abilities on dudes and goods must be
in your posse or bring a dude into your posse.
One of the most important things that can happen
when using Resolution abilities is a Cheatin’ Resolution. They’re a special type of Resolution ability that
you can only use if your opponent reveals a cheatin’
hand. Usually, a Cheatin’ Resolution will deal out
some harsh punishment.
A couple of things about Cheatin’ Resolutions.
Firstly, only one can be used against a player who has a
cheatin’ hand in a given round. It doesn’t matter if they
have to discard their cheatin’ hand and draw a new
one (yes, that can happen when you cheat), and their
new hand is also cheatin’. They’ve had one Cheatin’
Resolution used against them this hand, so you can’t
use another one.
Secondly, you can’t use a Cheatin’ Resolution on
yourself. When you cheat, you can’t just use a ‘gentle’
Cheatin’ Resolution on yourself to avoid more severe
repercussions!

7. COMPARE HAND RANKS
At this point, your draw hand is finalized, so check
what hand rank you’ve ended up with, and announce
it. If you are tied with your opponent’s hand rank,
check the relevant tiebreakers (on page 16). Whoev-
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er has the highest hand rank wins this round of the
shootout, and the other loses the round.
If you have identical draw hands, there is a tie and
neither player wins this round of the shootout.

8. DETERMINE CASUALTIES
Time to find out how badly it hurts. If both players
have the same hand rank (even when one of you was
still determined to be the winner), each player suffers
1 casualty.
If you have different hand ranks, the loser suffers 1
casualty for each rank they lost by. The more you lose
by, the more it hurts.

9. TAKE YOUR LUMPS
Now that you know how badly it hurts, it’s time
to deal with the pain. Starting with the loser of the
round, players must discard or ace dudes and/or Sidekicks in their posse to satisfy their casualties. On the
rare chance the round was an absolute tie with identical draw hands, apply casualties simultaneously.
Choose and apply your casualties one at a time.
Remember that cards attached to an aced or discarded
dude are sent to their owner’s discard pile.
Discarding a dude in your posse covers 1 casualty,
while acing a dude in your posse covers 2. Discarding
a card in your posse with the Sidekick keyword covers
1 casualty.
Harrowed dudes have slightly different rules for
casualties. Sending a Harrowed dude in your posse
home booted covers 1 casualty, discarding them covers
2 casualties, and acing them covers 3 casualties.
You are required to do all that you can to suffer
all of your casualties, and you cannot choose to suffer
excess casualties! If you suffer 4 casualties and have 2
dudes in your posse, you can’t discard them (to cover
2 casualties) and then stop suffering casualties. You
must do all that you can to suffer your 4 casualties,

which in this case means acing both dudes (to cover
4 casualties).

10. FLIGHT OR FIGHT
After the bodies hit the floor, there’s a chance for
both sides to run home. Starting with the loser of the
round, players decide whether they’ve had enough and
want to flee, or to continue and fight another round.
If you decide to flee, choose any number of dudes
in your posse and send them home booted. They can
flee even if they’re already booted, already at home, or
both! Not all of your dudes need to flee! You can send
weaker dudes home to safety, and leave your tougher
dudes to slug it out.
Once the loser of the round has decided, the winner of the round makes the same choice: flee or fight
on. Just like the loser, the winner can flee with all,
some, or none of their dudes.

11. CHAMBER ANOTHER ROUND
If there are still dudes in both posses, the shootout
continues (otherwise, it ends, as explained below). Go
back to step 2, where you get another opportunity to
make Shootout plays, and then proceed through the
rest of the shootout round.
Note that you can choose a different shooter each
round if you like (and you might have to...)!

ENDING A SHOOTOUT
There’s only one way to end a shootout: empty at
least one of the posses! This can happen through suffering casualties, by sending dudes home using abilities, or by choosing to flee. But as soon as at least one
posse is empty, the shootout ends. The surviving posse
wins the shootout.
You can’t use abilities to move dudes into the
shootout and try to continue it- once a posse is empty,
it’s over.
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If a shootout ends because a posse is emptied
through casualties, the surviving posse still gets the
opportunity to flee (send any of their dudes in the
posse home booted). But if a shootout ends because
a posse is emptied through any other means, such as
Shootout or Resolution abilities, the surviving posse
does not have that opportunity!
When a shootout ends, any remaining posses dissolve (with dudes who didn’t flee staying in that location) and the effects of any Shootout abilities come
to an end (those are momentary advantages, and the
moment has passed!).

JOBS
Some cards will let your dudes attempt to carry out
a job. Think of a callout as an opportunistic encounter,
and a job as something your gang planned in advance.
You form a posse to try and achieve a specific goal,
rather than just starting up a brawl.
Most jobs come from action cards, although any
card type can have job abilities.

JOB SEQUENCE
Jobs are Noon abilities, and mostly follow the usual
sequence outlined below, although each job offers a
different benefit, explained after the clause “If this job
is successful.”
The catch is that other players can interfere with
your carefully laid plans! Here’s how to perform a job.

1. ANNOUNCE THE JOB
Announce the job ability you want to use. This can
be from an action card in your hand, or from a card
in play.
Each job requires a leader, the dude you’re trusting
to carry it out. If the job ability is on a dude, that
dude must be the leader. If the job ability is on a card

attached to a dude, that dude must be the leader. If the
job ability is on a deed, outfit, or action card, any of
your dudes can be the leader. No matter what, though,
the leader must be unbooted to start a job!
Jobs also have a mark: a person, place, or thing that
they target. The first sentence of a job tells you what
it marks, and the leader doesn’t have to be anywhere
near the mark!

2. CHECK COSTS & TARGETS
Make sure that you can pay any costs to start the
job. For example, can you pay the ghost rock for the
action card? Some Jobs have additional costs in the
form of posse requirements. Make sure you also satisfy
those!
If a job requires booting as a part of the cost (e.g.
the card says, “Noon Job, Boot:”), the leader is the
dude who boots to pay that cost. This is regardless of
what card the ability was on. If a goods, outfit, spell, or
any other card type requires booting for the job, it is
the dude leading the job who boots to pay that.
Finally, double-check that the mark is a valid target
for the job, and no one has any effects preventing it.
If you pay all necessary costs and the mark is valid,
pay the ghost rock cost for the job (if any). Otherwise,
you cannot start the job as your current Noon play.

3. FORM THE LEADER’S POSSE
Now the player running the job forms their posse, meeting any requirements imposed by it. First,
the leader joins their posse (this is not optional). If
the leader did not boot to start the job, they remain
unbooted while joining the posse, regardless of the
mark’s location.
The leader’s other dudes have the chance to join
the posse, but unlike forming a posse for a shootout,
jobs have a fixed sequence for this.
First, dudes at the leader’s location may boot to
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join the posse. Second, dudes adjacent to the leader’s
location may boot to join the posse. Each member of
the posse is then moved to the location of the mark
(unless they are already at the mark’s location), one
dude at a time.
Once the current posse is at the location of the
mark, the leader has the opportunity to add more
dudes to their posse! First, dudes adjacent to the
mark’s location may boot to join the posse, and move
to the mark’s location. Then, dudes at the mark’s location may join the posse (without booting, and even if
booted).
Note that if the leader and mark are at the same location when you begin forming the leader’s posse, this
means all your dudes at that location should join in
the final and fourth step, since they won’t boot when
joining at the mark’s location!
Also, if a movement restriction would prevent a
dude from moving to the location of the mark, they
cannot join the posse.
The leader’s posse is now fully assembled!

5. FORM THE MARK’S POSSE
The mark’s controller may now assemble a posse to
oppose the job (but is not required to). If no one controls the mark, or the mark doesn’t oppose it, a player
may still opt to try and prevent the job (proceeding
clockwise from the leader’s controller).
The mark’s controller is more restricted as to who
can join their posse. In fact, it’s identical to forming a
posse for a shootout, except for one key difference: the
mark does not have to join the posse (but it’s often a
good idea).
Dudes at the location of the mark can join the
posse without booting, and can join the posse while
booted. They’re right there, after all! Dudes adjacent
to the location of the mark can also join the posse, but
they have to boot to do so.

6. CHECK FOR OPPOSITION
If a posse was not formed to oppose the job, it is
automatically successful (skip ahead to “Resolve the
Job”). If both the leader and the mark have a posse, a
shootout begins.

7. A SHOOTOUT BEGINS
If the posses are at a Private location, give every
dude not controlled by the location’s owner 1 bounty,
as normal. Then move directly to the Shootout Plays
step (page 26), since posses have already been formed!
If the leader wins the shootout, the job is successful; move on to “Resolve the Job.” If the mark wins the
shootout, the job fails and the ability ends (move onto
the next player’s opportunity to make a High Noon
play).

8. RESOLVE THE JOB
If the mark didn’t oppose the job, couldn’t oppose
the job, or tried and failed to oppose the job, the job
is considered successful. Send all dudes in the leader’s
posse home booted (this isn’t optional).
Now resolve the “If this job is successful...” part of
the job ability. Depending on the job, this might do
something to the mark (if they are still in play), or do
something for your leader (or the card with the job
ability, or to a card in your discard pile, etc). A job’s
resolution is a card effect, so simply do as it says.
Once you’ve resolved your job’s effect, your posse
dissolves (all of the dudes leave your posse).

SKILLS, GADGETS, & SPELLS
Some dudes put the ‘weird’ in ‘weird west’. Hucksters gamble with evil spirits. Blessed call forth divine
interventions. Shamans call on the spirits of the land.
Mad Scientists are inspired by unearthly whispers.
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Dudes with any of those four loaded keywords are
known as skilled dudes and have access to specific
cards and actions.

INVENTING GADGETS
Gadgets can’t be brought in as a normal Noon play,
they have to be invented. Your Mad Scientist can boot
to invent a Gadget in your play hand as a Noon play.
First, announce what Gadget you’re planning to
invent, and the Mad Scientist who’ll be doing the inventing. Just like when buying goods, the dude needs
to be unbooted and at a location that you control.
Then, pay for the Gadget using ghost rock from
your stash and boot the chosen Mad Scientist. If a
Gadget has an additional cost, pay that now.
Next, make a Mad Scientist skill test (pull the top
card of your deck, then add the inventing dude’s Mad
Scientist skill rating to the value of that card). Compare the total of the skill test to the difficulty of the
Gadget (the number noted on the Gadget keyword,
such as ‘Gadget 4’). If the skill test equals or exceeds
the difficulty, the Gadget is successfully invented. If
it’s less than the difficulty, it fails!
If the invention attempt fails, put the Gadget into
your discard pile. If it succeeds and the card is a goods,
attach it to the inventor; if the card is a dude, put it
into play at the same location as the inventor; or if the
card is a deed, put it into play at either end of your
street.
Once invented, Gadgets are identical to normal
cards of their type.

INVENTING VIA CARD EFFECT
If a card effect allows you to play a goods, dude, or
deed, you can use them to play Gadgets of the appropriate type, but you still need to invent them!
This means you’ll have to boot a Mad Scientist and
make a skill pull to successfully invent the Gadget.

However, the inventor can be at any location (allowed
by the card), and does not need to control that location! In addition, if the Gadget is a goods, it does not
need to attach to the inventor.

SPELLCASTERS & SPELLS
Once a dude attaches a spell, they can use its abilities. Remember, Hucksters can attach Hexes; Blessed
can attach Miracles; and Shamans can attach Spirits.
To cast a spell, declare the use of the ability like
normal, but the dude must make a skill test to resolve
the effects of the spell’s ability (except, of course, for
any part of the ability that impacts whether the spell
is successful). When casting a spell, the skill test is
considered a cost (see page 25).
To resolve the skill test, pull the top card of your
deck, then add the spellcasting dude’s appropriate skill
rating to the value of that card. Compare the total of
the skill test to the difficulty of the spell. If the skill
test equals or exceeds the difficulty, the spell is successfully cast. If it’s less than the difficulty the spell
fails. Usually, nothing will happen upon failure, but
the ability is still considered used for the turn.

TOTEMS
Some Spirits have the Totem keyword. Totems attach to locations, not to dudes, and can be used by any
dude with the Shaman skill at that location.
As a Noon play you can plant a Totem from your
play hand, attaching it to your Shaman’s location. Use
ghost rock from your stash to pay the Totem’s cost,
and attach it to the location of that Shaman. Your
Shaman must be unbooted to plant a Totem, and you
must control the location.
Once planted, any Shaman at the location of a Totem can use the Totem’s abilities- even if they don’t
own or control the Totem or location!
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KUNG FU & TECHNIQUES
Kung Fu is a keyword found on dudes that represents their training in the martial arts. A dude with
Kung Fu will have a rating (typically between 0 and 4)
associated with it, which is added to that dude’s value
while they are in play.
Having a Kung Fu rating also allows a dude to
perform Kung Fu Techniques as described below.
Although Kung Fu may at first seem similar to skills
such as Huckster and Blessed, it is not considered a
skill and is not affected by cards referring to skills.

TECHNIQUES
Any dude with the Kung Fu keyword may perform
Techniques, which are special action cards that represent a dude harnessing their chi. Playing a Technique
requires you to choose a dude with Kung Fu you control and have them succeed at a Kung Fu test.
To perform a Kung Fu test, make a pull and compare its value to the value of the chosen dude (including all bonuses such as their Kung Fu rating). If the
pull is less than or equal to the performing dude’s value, the Technique succeeds and you resolve its ability.
Otherwise, the Technique fails and nothing happens (the ability has been used to no effect, and it’s
the next player’s turn to make a play). Any reference to
‘your dude’ or ‘this dude’ on a Technique refers to the
dude performing the Kung Fu test.

TAO TECHNIQUES & COMBOS
Tao Techniques are part of a specific school or discipline and can be played in combination with other
Techniques from the same Tao. These Techniques will
state their Tao as a keyword (e.g. Tao of the Jade Rabbit), and many also include a Combo requirement.
To play a Tao Technique, follow the same steps as a

non-Tao Technique, except the Technique will attach
to the performing dude after resolution. If successful,
attach the Technique unbooted to the dude; otherwise, attach it booted.
At the start of each of your shootout plays, if you
have an unbooted Tao Technique attached to a dude,
you must boot it, and then decide whether to attempt
a Combo with it (if able). To Combo, your dude cannot have more Tao Techniques attached than their
Kung Fu rating, and the Technique must have the
conditions of its Combo currently fulfilled.
When Comboing, choose a Technique with a different name of the same Tao from your hand or discard pile, and the Comboing dude performs it as your
shootout play (making a Kung Fu test again to see if it
succeeds). Before making draw hands, discard all Tao
Techniques attached to your dudes.
You may still play Tao Techniques from your hand
with a dude that has reached the maximum attachment limit for Comboing (they just can’t Combo at
that point). Attached Techniques are considered attachments for all purposes, which means opponents
can boot your Technique first, causing you to miss out
on your Combo opportunity.

KUNG FU COMBO EXAMPLE
Emre, The Turkish Bear (Exp. 1) is in a shootout
against Alan Campbell in town square. It’s Emre’s
player’s opportunity for a shootout play, and they
choose to have Emre attempt Raking Dragons.
They play Raking Dragons on the table, and pull
a 6 of spades. Emre’s value is 7 (6 base value, +1 for
his Kung Fu 1), so he succeeds at the pull! Emre uses
Raking Dragons to boot Alan Campbell and lower his
value by 2 (making Alan Campbell a value 6 for the
shootout). Raking Dragons then attaches to Emre,
unbooted, because it belongs to Tao of Zhu Bajie.
Alan’s controller has no plays, so they pass back
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to Emre’s controller. They boot Raking Dragons and
checks if they can Combo. Emre has Kung Fu 1, and
only 1 Technique attached, so he is allowed to Combo
if he meets the Combo clause.
The Combo clause on Raking Dragons says, ‘Combo if that dude has lower value than this dude.’ So
Emre can Combo against Alan (since Alan’s value is
now 6 to Emre’s 7). Emre’s controller finds Zhu’s Ferocity in their discard pile. Since it’s from the same
Tao, they can now play it from there!

REACT PRIORITIES
Some cards have React abilities, which are played
in response to various events in the game (as specified
on each React ability). When an event occurs, a react
window opens for all players to make React plays.
Within each window, players proceed clockwise
from the Dealer playing Reacts. Each is resolved before the next player gets a chance to play one. The react window closes once all players have consecutively
passed, and regular play resumes.
Should a new event occur within a react window,
pause the first react window and resolve any Reacts
to that new event in the same way. Then go back to
complete the original react window.
Many events will occur that could potentially trigger Reacts, but players should not pause the game unless a player declares they have a React to play.
Some Reacts replace the original event with a new
event. These can be identified by the use of the word
‘instead’ within their text. When a React of this type
resolves, the original react window is closed and the
replacement event occurs. Additional Reacts can then
be played in response to that new event.
Sometimes traits also trigger when an event occurs.
Traits always have priority over Reacts with the same
event window. Thus, resolve them in this order:

1. Traits with ‘instead’
2. Reacts with ‘instead’
3. Other traits
4. Other Reacts
The inclusion of the terms ‘before,’ ‘after,’ and
‘when’ in a trait or react are specific and should be adhered to. ‘Before’ means the event is about to occur,
and ‘after’ means the event has completed. The window for ‘when’ an event occurs is that the event is in
the process of being resolved. Thus, the ‘before’ event
window occurs first, then the ‘when’ window, and lastly the ‘after’ window.

GRIT
Dudes have a statistic called ‘grit’ that is referenced
by some cards. A dude’s grit is the sum of their current
value, current bullet rating (i.e. number of bullets), and
current influence. Make sure to note the minimums
and maximums described below when calculating grit!

MAXIMUMS & MINIMUMS
The default minimum for number values in Doomtown is zero. If a modifier would drop a number below
its minimum, treat it as its minimum for gameplay
purposes. Value and hand rank both have a minimum
of 1 instead of zero.
Most numbers have no maximum in Doomtown.
By default, value has a maximum of 13, and hand
rank has a maximum of 11. If a modifier would raise
a number above its maximum, treat it as its maximum
instead for gameplay purposes.

CANCELLED EFFECTS
Whenever an ability, trait, payment or other game
effect is cancelled, none of its effects occur. It is possible for only part of an ability, trait, or other effect to be
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cancelled. This does not automatically cancel the rest
of the ability or trait (except for effects that required
what was cancelled to occur).
When the payment of a cost is cancelled without affecting the ability, the cost of the ability is still
considered to have been paid, so you still resolve the
ability.
If an ability is cancelled, none of its effects resolve,
but it is still considered to have been used that turn.

EXPERIENCED
As a Noon play, you can replace your dude in play
with a different Experienced version of that dude
from your hand at no ghost rock cost. The new card
replaces the old, keeping all goods, spells, tokens, and
markers, and remains under any game effects the previous version was under (such as remaining booted).
The card that was replaced goes to your discard pile.
You can only replace a dude with another version if
the Experience difference between the versions is no
more than one (non-experienced dudes are treated as
Experienced 0). Thus, you can replace a non-experienced dude with the Experienced 1 version, and vice
versa, but not with the Experienced 2 version.
You can replace a given dude no more than once
per turn. Replacing a dude does not trigger ‘enters
play,’ ‘leaves play,’ or ‘discard’ effects. If you don’t have
any version of a given dude in play, you can recruit an
Experienced dude like normal.

LOADED KEYWORDS
The following is a glossary of keywords that are
‘loaded.’ That is, they carry their own rules by default.

Attire: A dude can only attach one Attire at a time.
Blessed: A skilled dude who can attach and cast
Miracles.

Condition: An action that attaches to another card.
Core: A deed that can begin the game in play alongside your starting gang (maximum 1 per player).
Experienced: A version of a unique dude. Versions
of the same dude can be switched into play for each
other at zero ghost rock cost.
Feat: A card with an effect when revealed as a pull.
Gadget: A card a Mad Scientist has to invent.
Grifter: Only one Grifter can be included in each
starting gang. They usually have an ability to modify
your starting hand.
Harrowed: A dude that can satisfy additional casualties. They can be sent home booted to cover 1
casualty, discarded to cover 2, or aced to cover 3. A
Harrowed Dude that would be aced other than as a
casualty is discarded instead.
Headline: Only one Headline action can be played
per shootout (among all players, not per player).
Hex: A spell that can be attached & cast by a Huckster.
Horse: A dude can only attach one Horse at a time.
Huckster: A skilled dude who can attach and cast
Hexes.
Improvement: Goods that attach to deeds.
Kung Fu: A dude that can perform Techniques. Kung
Fu rating is added to a dude’s value while in play.
Mad Scientist: A dude that can invent Gadgets.
Miracle: A spell that can be attached to a Blessed.
Non-Unique: A card each player can put into play
any number of.
Out of Town: A deed not placed on your street. It is
not adjacent to any location.
Private: Dudes joining a posse at a Private location
owned by another player gain 1 bounty each.
Public: Dudes do not gain bounty for joining a posse
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at a Public location owned by another player.
Rowdy: Control of a Rowdy deed is determined by
total bullets rather than influence.
Shaman: A skilled dude that can attach and cast
Spirits.
Sidekick: A goods that can be discarded to cover
1 casualty.
Spirit: A spell that can be cast by a Shaman. Unless
it’s a Totem, it can also be attached to a Shaman.
Tao: A Technique belonging to a discipline (e.g. Tao
of Zhu Bajie), that usually provides a Combo opportunity (to allow you to Combo within that Tao).
Technique: An action card that has to be performed
by a dude with Kung Fu.
Token: A card that cannot be included in your deck.
These can be brought into play by various other cards.
Totem: A Spirit that a Shaman can plant at a location. Any Shaman at its location can then cast it.
Unique: A card each player can only own one of
while in play.
Weapon: A dude can only attach one Weapon at a
time.

LEGENDS
There is one additional card type you can find in
Doomtown: legends (pictured in the next column).
These represent towering figures in the world of
Deadlands. A legend card serves as a guiding force
for your outfit. They often grant powerful abilities at a
cost (typically, a reduction in your starting ghost rock).
Legend cards cannot be affected by card effects
unless a card specifically states that it can affect a legend card. To the right is a breakdown of their card
elements.

A. Card Name
B. Starting Ghost Rock Modifier: The amount by
which your starting ghost rock is modified.
C. Upkeep or Production: If the number is preceded by a plus sign (+), your legend provides additional production. Otherwise, it’s an upkeep cost.
D. Keywords: Each legend will typically have a
keyword, reflecting a key aspect of their character.
E. Text Box: The area containing the card’s keywords, traits, abilities, and/or flavor text.
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AUTOMATON
VARIANT

The purpose of this section is to provide rules for
play variants allowing Doomtown to be played solo or
cooperatively. This is accomplished by pitting one or
more human players against an Automaton player. The
Automaton uses a standard Doomtown deck, both to
play the game and as a randomizer when called upon
to make decisions.
Unless there are changes made in this section, follow the normal rules for the game otherwise.

DEFINITIONS
Archetype: A set of rules for the Automaton’s play
style. Each Archetype works best with certain types
of decks. Each consists of Automaton Pulls, Programmed Reflexes, Effect Priorities, and Target Priorities.
Automaton: The simulated opponent used in a solo
or co-op game.
Automaton Pulls: A pull made from the Automaton deck. Each Archetype has its own rules for interpreting the result of a pull.
Effect Priorities: If an ability can cause several different effects, this describes which should be prioritized. Each priority is offset by {curly brackets}.
Programmed Reflexes: Certain decisions an Automaton Archetype will always make, if possible.

Target Priorities: If the Automaton triggers the
use of an ability, but does not determine its target, refer to these.

SETUP
Create a deck for the Automaton (or use one found
at the Weird West Edition resources page; URL on
page 47) and choose an Automaton Archetype to
complement that deck.The player(s) sets up as normal.
Place the Automaton opposite the player(s), as shown
on the next page.

AUTOMATON CONTROL
When controlling the Automaton, follow the rules
outlined in the appropriate Archetype.

MAKING PLAYS
When it is the Automaton’s turn to make a play,
make an Automaton pull. This pull, combined with
the Archetype and the following rules, determines
what the Automaton will do, and to whom. Normally,
the pull will allow the Automaton to do one or more
of these: Move or Call Out (only during Noon plays),
Play a card, or Use an Ability.
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ENDING PHASES
During the High Noon phase and the Shootout
Abilities and Resolution steps, once all non-Automaton players have passed twice in a row consecutively,
the phase immediately ends.
During the Gamblin’ phase, the Automaton makes
a pull for each cheatin’ opponent who hasn’t had a
Cheatin’ Resolution played against them, proceeding
clockwise from the Automaton’s position.

AUTOMATON DECISIONS
When a decision needs to be made on the Automaton’s behalf, there will often be a list of priorities to
base it on. In those cases, apply them going from first
to last. If there are still several options eligible after

applying all criteria, choose {the card with the highest
value}, then {the card that comes first alphabetically}.
Influence: When priorities refer to influence,
always look at the influence a card will have during
Sundown.
Targets: When a target is needed for a play, refer
to the Archetype.
Movin’: The Automaton will not perform a move
that would put it in check (i.e. losing the game).
Choosing Effects: If an ability cannot be used in
a way that would alter the game state, it will not be
used. If several effects can be applied by the same ability, refer to Effect Priorities.
Playing Cards Not in Hand: If there are several
playable cards in the pile, select the one with the fewest cards of that suit and value in play, then, if there are
still multiple options, the one closest to the top.
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NON-UNIQUE CARDS
If there are multiple copies of the same card in play
that are eligible targets, choose based on the following
criteria. If there is no difference, just choose one (e.g.
multiple unbooted Pagliaccios in a shootout).
Deeds: Choose{one with no dudes present}, then
{the one closest to the home on its street}, then {the
leftmost one}.
Dudes: Choose {the one with the most attachments}, then {an unbooted dude}.
Goods/Spells: Choose {one attached to the dude/
location with the most attached cards}, then {make
the choice as if choosing a dude/spell for the relevant
play}.

SHOOTOUT HANDS
For the shooter, pick a dude based on the following
priorities: {more than one stud}, then {highest bullets}, then {unbooted dude}, then {lowest influence}.
After creating your own shootout hand, create one
for the Automaton in the following way. Determine
stud and draw totals as usual. Draw a number of cards
equal to five plus the stud value. Reveal a number of
cards from the AI deck equal to the draw value.
Make the hand with the highest possible rank by
combining the cards drawn for stud value and up to
one of the cards revealed due to the draw value. If
there are several ways to make a hand of the highest
rank, choose one that isn’t cheating, if possible. If the
same hand can be made with and without jokers, use
the one without jokers.

CARD SPECIFIC RULES
Certain cards are difficult for the Automaton to
use effectively without extra rules. None of these cards
are in any of the decks suggested for solo/co-op play

(found at the Weird West Edition resources webpage;
URL on page 47).
However, once you start to experiment with your
own decks for the Automaton, there is a list of cards
on that webpage that require extra conditions to use
in solo mode. There will be suggested rules for how an
Automaton uses these cards. Or, if you prefer facing
an enemy that is easier to run, you can just avoid those
cards in solo play.

TWISTS
The aim of these rules is to create an Automaton
opponent that is tough, but not unbeatable. If you
find that the experience is not challenging enough, it
is recommended that you try one or more of the following twists, to increase the difficulty.
High-stakes Gambling: During Gamblin’, if a
human player has a higher hand rank, the Automaton
gains ghost rock equal to the difference in hand ranks.
Hired Help: Each time the Automaton is part of
a posse, a Gunslinger token joins the posse controlled
by the Automaton.
“One more thing”: Before the end of each phase
or step in which plays can be made, make an extra
Automaton pull (the player may then choose to make
a play, extending the phase).
Quick Reactions: At the start of each phase in
which plays can be made, make an Automaton pull
before other plays are made.
Double Plays: When an Automaton pull is made,
the Automaton both plays a card and uses an ability,
gaining ghost rock in recompense for each option it
can’t do.
Shooty Dudes: Automaton dudes get a permanent
+1 Bullets upon entering play.
Influential Dudes: Automaton dudes get a permanent +1 Influence upon entering play.
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Endless Dudes: At the start of each High Noon,
the Automaton gets a permanent Gunslinger token
at their home.
Posse Teamwork: Automaton posses get an extra
+1 Stud bonus.
Delayed Recompense: Instead of gaining recompense directly to its stash, recompense is distributed
evenly among locations owned by the Automaton
(priority: {deeds}, then {highest control points}, then
{highest production}). This does not count as ghost
rock on the deed. During the production phase, add
all recompense on locations controlled by the Automaton to its stash and discard any on locations it doesn’t
control.

ter completing a game. Add up the following numbers
to determine your score:
• The total cost of all your cards in play.
• ½ of the remaining ghost rock in your stash
(round down)
• +5 per CP above your opponent’s Influence
• +2 per Influence above your opponent’s CP
• +2 per dude in your opponents Boot Hill
• -4 per dude in your Boot Hill
• -5 per full day played
Since Automaton decks and scenarios have a large
effect on game difficulty, this system is best used to
compare games using the same setup.

COOPERATIVE PLAY

ARCHETYPE: GUNFIGHTER

For cooperative play of Doomtown, you can let
the Automaton play the Villain in a Boss Battle (page
43). Due to the number of factors that can affect the
difficulty when playing this variant, it is highly recommended that, in addition to modifying decks, you
experiment with using one or more Twists to find a
challenge that suits you. It can also be helpful to adjust the Archetype to take into account the scenario
played.
For the Ghost Miners scenario, you can use the
Gunfighter Archetype, with the following modification: When choosing an opposing dude to move towards, call out, or mark for a job, first priority goes to
any dudes who can help fulfill the conditions of the
current event (based on keywords, attachments, or
location). Other suggested combinations of Scenarios
and Archetypes can be found at the Weird West Edition webpage (URL on page 47).

Although the Gunfighter is the only Archetype
contained in this rulebook, you can find more at the
Weird West Edition webpage (URL on page 47).

BRAGGING RIGHTS
In order to compare how well you did in a solo or
co-op game, this system lets you determine a score af-

PROGRAMMED REFLEXES
Assigning Casualties: Except for Harrowed
dudes, always assign as many casualties to a dude as
possible. Assign them in the following order: Harrowed dudes (as 1 casualty), then Token dudes, then
Sidekicks, then dudes. Use Target Priorities (below) if
there are several options in a category
Bonuses and Penalties: If these can be applied
to any dude, apply bonuses to Automaton dudes and
penalties to player dudes first.
Building Deeds: Alternate between building on
the left and right side of their street, starting on the
left.
Call-Outs: Always accept them.
Discards: Always discard cards starting from the
right when discarding. It always discards as many
cards as possible during Nightfall.
Fleeing: Never flees from shootouts.
Jobs: Always oppose them if possible.
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Paying: Always pays ghost rock required by abilities if possible.
Posse Formation: Always attempt to bring two
extra dudes to a shootout or a job that can be opposed,
besides the leader, mark, or the dude opposing a job.
Reacts: Always use them when possible.
Upkeep: If unable to pay upkeep for all dudes, start
by paying for the dude with the highest combined
cost of dude and attachments.

EFFECT PRIORITIES
If an ability can change the condition of other
cards in several ways, prioritize effects as follows:
1. Penalties to opposing cards over bonuses to
own cards.
2. Cards leaving play or entering play.
3. Booting or unbooting cards (choosing the option that affects the most cards if applicable).
4. Altering stud or draw status.
5. Increasing or decreasing bullets.
6. Other effects.

TARGET PRIORITIES
(After applying the Effect Priorities above, when
applicable.)
Bonuses (affecting own dudes; reverse each priority criteria for opposing dudes): {greatest increase
in stud bullets}, then {dude with highest bullets}.
Bounty (placing on opposing dudes): {dude with
lowest bounty}, then {dude with highest influence}.
Dude Leaving Play/Control (own): {lowest influence}, then {draw dude (after shootout ends)}, then
{lowest cost of dude and attachments combined}.
Dude Leaving Play/Control (opposing): {highest
control points}, then {highest influence}, then {stud},
then {the highest combined cost of dude and attachments}.

Goods and Spells (receiving): {card without an
attachment of that type}, then {card that gets a special
bonus from that type of card}, then {greatest increase
in overall stud bullets}, then {influence gain on a dude
that has none}.
Attachments, Booted/Discarded as a Cost or by
Effect (affecting own cards; reverse each priority citeria for opposing): {lowest cost}, then {non-Gadget
goods}, then {spells}, then {Gadgets}
Opposing Mark: {highest control points}, then
{highest influence}, then {most attachments}, then
{highest cost}.
Penalties (affecting opposing dudes; reverse each
priority citeria for own dudes): {prevent use of abilities}, then {stud dude}, then {dude with influence},
then {highest bullet rating}.
Pulls (making): {dude that gets a special effect
related to the pull}, then {highest skill (or value for
Kung Fu)}.
Posses (as leader and to join posses): {dudes without abilities that let them join later}, then {dudes that
can join without booting}, then {stud}, then {highest
bullet rating}, then {dudes with Shootout or Resolution abilities (printed or attached) that can be used
after joining}, then {lowest influence}.

AUTOMATON PULLS
When an Automaton pull is made, add the card to
the Automaton hand, in the leftmost position. Then
follow the procedure in the chart on the next page
based on the suit of the pull. Priorities are listed in
{italicized curly brackets}. If a shootout starts during
this process, do not proceed further after it ends.
If a Joker is pulled, do the effects for pulling a ♥, ♠,
♦, and ♣ in that order, then ace the joker.
If the Automaton has more cards in hand than its
maximum hand size after an Automaton pull is resolved, discard down to hand size.
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BOSS BATTLE!
VARIANT

Boss Battle is a Doomtown variant that allows 1
or more players (working as a team) to take down an
opponent playing the role of one of the major villains
in Doomtown. At the end of this section you’ll find an
example of the event cards used in Boss Battle.

CHOOSE A SCENARIO
This base set includes two scenarios to choose
from. Ghost Miners follows these rules closely and
is more of a beginner scenario. The Showstopper is a
more advanced scenario with more involved for both
the Heroes and Villains.
After you choose your scenario:
1. Take out all cards needed for the scenario and do
any special setup.
2. Take note of required or banned factions and cards.
3. Take out any special scenario events.

PREPARE THE DECKS
Build decks for each of the factions. You can also
find decklists at the Weird West Edition webpage
(URL on page 47). Note that each faction can only
be picked once.
Assemble and shuffle the event deck. By default,
this deck should have 2 Hero cards per Hero player,

and 2 Villain cards per Villain player.
Note: If you wish to make the scenario easier for
the Heroes, make sure to include the event Stand Together, and put it on top of the event deck after it is
shuffled (so it is the first turn’s event card).
Place the event deck within easy reach where all
players can read it.

DEFINITIONS
Villain: The player who is playing the Boss’s faction in the scenario.
Heroes: The player(s) playing against the Villain.

PLAY CHANGES
1. When the Villain uses an ability, they may pay 1
ghost rock (in addition to any other costs) in order
to let the ability apply once per opposing Hero. If
the ability targets an opposing dude, it may only
affect a given dude once.
2. The Villain’s outfit card gets an additional +1 production for each Hero after the first.
3. The Villain’s hand limit and starting hand are increased by 1 for each Hero after the first.
4. After the Gamblin’ phase each turn, an event card
is flipped and becomes active, and any previous
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events are removed from the game.
5. When victory is checked, if either side would have
won under the normal rules, they get a +1 stud
bullet bonus to their posses during the next day.

WINNING THE GAME
When Victory is checked, if the Heroes have 3
victory points, they win (unless the scenario has any
additional conditions). Otherwise, if it is Sundown
on the 5th turn, the Villain has succeeded at their
schemes and overrun the town!

SCENARIO: GHOST MINERS
The Miner’s Alliance is ready to take over the
town, but the other factions in town won’t just take
that lying down! It is recommended the Villain use
the Deadwood Miner’s Alliance outfit.

SETUP
There is no special setup for this scenario, just pick
faction event cards as appropriate.

WIN CONDITIONS
Use the standard Boss Battle win conditions.

OUT OF THE WOODWORK
The Villain player gains the following ability: ‘Repeat Shootout: A 2 stud Gunslinger Token joins your
posse and one dude in your posse gains 1 bounty. You
may use this ability only once per shootout.’

SCENARIO: THE SHOWSTOPPER
The Circus is finally putting its plan into place!
Can the heroes prevent Ivor’s grand plan? The Villain
should play as the Fearmongers faction.

SETUP
The Villain’s starting gang is Ivor Hawley (exp. 1)
in town square, along with any four drifter or Fearmonger Abominations. Ivor has any two Hexes attached, but they cannot be the same Hex. These cards
are part of the Villain’s normal deck.
These are all paid for out of the Villain’s starting
ghost rock. Treat Ivor as having come into play from
your hand after the 4 Abominations, reducing his cost
and the cost of the two Hexes as appropriate.
The Villain also starts with a copy of “Open
Wound” next to each player’s home (including theirs).
Each player chooses which side of their outfit the
Open Wound is on. These are treated as owned by the
Villain, but do not count for deck construction, and
may exceed four (if playing with more than 4 players).
Note that for this scenario, the event deck is optional. If you want to play with it, then the each Hero
gains the following abilities:
• Noon: Remove 2 victory points and ace an Open
Wound that has at least one dude you control
present.
• Noon: Remove 1 victory point and draw a card.

WIN CONDITIONS
The Villain wins if Ivor ever has 4 victory points on
him when victory is checked.
The Heroes win if Ivor is in Boot Hill there and are
no Open Wounds in play.

A SPECIAL JOB
Each Hero gains the following ability: ‘Noon,
Boot: Mark an Open Wound you control. The Villain automatically opposes, with a 2-stud Gunslinger
Token joining the mark’s posse. If successful, ace the
mark.’
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NOT TAKING CHANCES
If an Open Wound in play would be put anywhere
except Boot Hill, put it in the appropriate Boot Hill
instead.

SHOWBOATING

If Ivor is unbooted in town square at Sundown,
before victory is checked, Ivor gains a victory point.

THE TOWN IS MY BIG TOP!
The Villain controls town square if they have more
influence there than any other player. Otherwise, no
one controls town square as normal.

EVERYTHING UP HIS SLEEVES
The Villain may discard a number of cards at
Nightfall equal to the number of Heroes.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
If Ivor is targeted by an opposing effect, the Villain
player may choose to instead have it target any of his
other dudes (if this is a shootout, that dude must be
in the posse).

MINOR SERVITOR
Ivor may not be discarded from play. If he must be
selected as a casualty and would be discarded, he is
aced instead.
If Ivor is not in play during the Upkeep phase, the
Villain searches their deck, discard pile, boot hill, and
hand for Ivor and plays them to Town Square (at no
ghost rock cost), booted. The Villain shuffles their
deck if it was searched.

LOYAL TO THE CIRCUS
The Villain’s drifter and Fearmonger dudes all have
their upkeep costs reduced by 1.

EVENT CARDS
Below is a breakdown of the elements on each
event card.
A. Card Name
B. Affiliation: If a card has the ‘Villain’ affiliation,
the card counts toward the events put in the event
deck per Villain. Otherwise, the event counts toward
the events per Hero. If specific factions are listed, the
cards aren’t restricted to those factions among the
Heroes, but are suggestions as to which factions they
typically work best with.
C. Card Text: The effects of the event for the turn
it is in play. If the event has any abilities itself, the appropriate team (i.e. Villains or Heroes) is able to use
those abilities.
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TOWN SQUARE SCENARIOS
VARIANT

Another variant for Doomtown is using the Town
Square Scenario cards found in this set. Each is tarot
sized, and its title begins with ‘Town Square.’ Each of
these cards provides a specific alteration to the game’s
parameters.
The Gomorra Town Square adds a Fear Level
countdown to put a time limit on the game. If the
game drags on without control points added, the Fear
Level goes up until it forces a final turn.
The Shooting Range scenario provides a mulliganrule. It also has a New in Town option that lets new
players play a simplified version of the game, so they
can start to measure how well they’re doing in a game.

The Tombstone scenario is great for players who
like to go big or go home, as it makes shootouts riskier
and deadlier.
Lastly, the Deadwood scenario gives additional control points as players participate in shootouts
throughout the game.
Additionally, these scenario cards are fully compatible with every other Doomtown variant, giving you
even more ways to customize your play experience!
And those are just the Town Square Scenarios in
this box! We plan to provide more of these with further expansions, as we explore other major cities in the
world of Deadlands.
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Value
modifier

Faction
icon

Dealer

Stud / draw
marker

Bullet
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Control
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Bonus or
penalty

Ability
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Shooter

Temporary
effect

Permanent
effect

Noon
duration

Shootout
duration

Mark

DEADLANDS WATERMARK

ONLINE RESOURCES
Weird West Edition Decklists & Supplements:
pineboxentertainment.com/wwe-resources
Learn to Play:
pineboxentertainment.com/learn-to-play
Rules Documents:
pineboxentertainment.com/resources
Fiction:
dispatch.pineboxentertainment.com
Doomtown Online:
doomtown.online

Some cards in this set feature a watermark on the
text box, as seen on the card above. This watermark
has no impact on gameplay, and is instead a visual aid
indicating these cards have been functionally updated
since their previous printings. That way, it should be
quicker for existing players to identify which of their
cards they should prioritize switching out for the new
versions!

Doomtown Database:
dtdb.co
Discord:
discord.gg/HPEBGGV

